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One o,ad, 1·00 Captive in C_apital
WASHINGTON (U:PI)-Black to 140 years imprisonment each for
g11nmen raided City Hall, B'Nai "the 1973 murders of. five Hanafi
B'Rith headquarters and a Moslem Muslim children an,d two Hanafi
Mosque Wednesday ben~ on women in a Washington house
revenge for a. 1973 mass Muslim owned by basketball star Kateeni ·
. ·
slaying: They killed a reporter, Abdul Jabbar.
'.'I
want
to
see
how
tough ,they
wounded other victims and held.
are,''
said
Haritaas
Abdul
J{h~lis,
scores hostage under death threat.
head
"of
the·
Hanafis.
He
also
As central WashingtoQ near the
demanded
delivery
of
the
murWhite House and along Embassy·
Row settled into· a state of siege · derers ·of Black Muslim hero'
.
_
Wednesday evening,.a gunman who Malcolm X.
-Ail·
immediate
halt
to
the
called himself the leader of the
estimated ·six to eight Hanafi showing of the movie Mohammad
Muslim raiders announced hh; Mf!s,<;···e· nger o.f God, · .starr. ing.
Anthony Quinn and Irene Pappas.
demands in telephone interviews:
Kh~alis
called it "a sacrilege" and
-Delivery to his siege group .
commanded:
"Get Jt out of
inside the B'nai.B'rith headquarters·
America!"
Movie
theaters around
of the six rival Muslims sentenced
0

c

th~ nation reportedly began Washington more than six hours
shutting down the film im- after the first (at 1 p.m. MST) of
mediately, some in mid-scene,
the <:me-two-three raids-'-at the
-Cancellation by a trial judge of B'nai
B'rith
building
on
the $750 contempt of, co~rt fine Massachusetts Avenue-police
le"v~lledf. agai11~,L Khaalis. for stood pat and estimated the
scr~aming at the defendants•i'nthe, situatigqJhis way:
Muslhn~assmurdertriaL .
.. .
-At :·the District Building,
"Yo~~re holdii£JN:Afde!f\,liitf Washing'ton's city hall within sight
saying· you will kiit11U;eMt~Mrl,• of the White l{ouse: two known
your d.~mands are not ptet?'' an · gunm~n'1 holding an undetermined
interviewer aske~~Sti"PJl~ numbed of city officials, possibly
telephone. _ "Th~ 111fill\it'!'.,.liil including City Council President
replied,
.
.
Sterling: Tucker. One reporter for a
And;. in ~Mmr;.·.
. .ta.~. Jl0~19~.~~.al Bl.ack radio stat. io_n shot dead,
he said: "-reff~it'-~ UffRFC · ty Council member Marion Barry
get sm¥t. I'll throw heads out of s ot iu' the chest ;md seriously
this window~·"·'·-- ... ___, ...
wounded
and
two
others
As darkness settled ···over-"·hospitalized with gunshot wounds.
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Didn't Do BCMC' Any Good~
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Union Supports Cancelosi Resignation
By Dolores Wood
·
A union organizer for"' BCMC
said _the union's position on the
resignation of hospital administrator Mike Cancelosiis that it
is sorry to see him go as an individual, but that .it feels he "did
not do BCMC any good."
Pete Schnaufer, organizer for
BCMC local 237, a branch of the
Carpenters Union, said, "Cancelosi
was anti-collective bargaining. He
tried to solve an awful lot ·of
problems in the press. Instead of
going to the Board of Trustees, the
legislature or the Regents for more
money, he made statements to the
press that make BCMC look
financially troubled."
Cancelosi has resigned, effective
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Mayor Walter Washington,
trapped for hours in his office,
brought out by police. No communication between police and the
raiders,
-At B'nai B'rith. Four known
gunmen, more than 100 hostages
originally estimated but small
groups released or escaped during
the day. Five persons wounded by
gunfire, stabbings or beatings. All
hospitalized but only one in serious
condition.
-At the National Islamic
Center, an arabesque stone Mosque
and instruction center on
Massachusetts Avenue. Estimated
one or perhaps two gunman, 15
hostages, no injuries.
Police said 75 officers, each,
manned the barricades outside the
B'nai B'rith and district buildings
and 25 the Islamic Center.
The raiders were reported armed
at various locales with rifles,
shotguns and automatic weapons.
In response, police and federal
security guards mounted countersiege operations unrivalled in the
nation's capital since the Vietnam
war era. Stretches of Pennsylvania
Avenue between the White House
and the Capitol were blocked to
traffic, as were segments of
Massachusetts in the heart of
Embassy Row.
Protection was doubled for
members of Congress and extra
police were assigned to judges and
federal agencies. The Secret Service
said President Carter needed no
extra
protection,
however,
although guard dogs were observed
at the White House.
Firmest post-raid reports came
from the District Building, last of
_ the three targets to be hit, where
police announced the first fatality
of the incident not long after the 3
p.m. raid started.

no later than Apr. 30. He gave no
reasons publicly for the resignation.
Although- he did say he feels the
hospital has been pu~ on a "stable
financial footing." Cancelosi, who·
was hired in November 1975 by
UNM President William Davis, was
out of town and not available for
comment.
Schnaufer · said Cancelosi used
the press "to force the hands of
those in control of BCMC. He
·created an atmosphere among the
general public that the hospital was
in a. financial 'crisis. The Board of
Trustees, the. County Commissioners, and the Board of
Regents began to act as if there
were a crisis.
"We do not believe BCMC was
in financial trouble," he said.
Margie Taylor, public in~
formation officer for health
sciences, said, "An acting administrator will be appointed by the
Board of Trustees for the hospital,
but not until the end of April.
"Things have been very rocky at
the hospital. Both the local papers
picked up on some of the discord.
Cancelosi has been here 18 months
and has done a good job. He
restored the financial order, which
has been appreciated."
While Davis could not be reached
for comment on the resignation, he
did release a statement saying, ''I·
am very gratefulfor his service, and
accept his resignation with great
regret. Cancelosi's departure was
caused by irresponsible attacks."

He did not elaborate on this
statement.
.
Cancelosi came to the hospital in
the middle of a dispute over
whether the hospital could legally
borrow $400,000 from the
U~iversity that would not be paid
back within the fiscal year. It is
illegal for government institutions
in New Mexico to maintain debts
·from one fiscal year to the next.
After a long struggle BCMC got
enough money from Medicaid and
Medicare to tide it over.
the
at BCMC

has been over who should control
the hospital. Last week, the County
Commission and the UNM Board
of Regents agreed on a lease
proposal which will give control of
the hospital to the University. The
agreement must be approved by the
legislature.
J'he joint powers agreement,
under which the hospital is
operating now, provides three
governing boards: the Bernalillo
County Commission, the UNM
Board of Regents, and the
ital' s Board of Trustees.
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Spring Pays
An· Early Call
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Work Study Funds
Insure Summer Jobs
By Rachel Dixon
Ninety more work study positions were opened this semester due to
$150,000 given the program in supplementary funds, said Asst'. Director of
Student Financial Aid, Dorothy Chatier.
The money is in addition to the regular ·allocation of $1.5 million
budgeted to the program.
"Now the University definitely has the money for part-time and possibly
full-time workers in the break between the end of school and the beginning
of the summer school," Chatier said.
·
The University has between 900 and 1000 students in the Work-Study
Program this semester. ·
.
"Arourtd half· ·of the student body is on financial aid-including
scholarships, grants loans and work-study," Chatier said.
"Last spring the Work-Study Program had to close down for summer
recess because we ran out of money," she said.
"Although we had a bigger budget of $1.5 million last fiscal year, we
added more positions than we could handle," Chatier said ..
''This year, we'll know by the end of April if we can afford full-time
·
workers during the summer recess," she said.
The Work.:Study Programis federally fu.nded through Department of
Health, Educaqon, and Welfare, Seventy per cent of the students' salaries
is federal money, the other 30 per cent is paid frtm1 department in which
the student works.

Photo by Lynda Sparber

It the Weather Service is
correct, ,yesterdsy~s sun·
bathers will freeze their
roscas ott if they try to soalc
up the rays today. Snow
flu tries are expected.
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Assassination Cases Revived

Evidenc~
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-New
evidence h~s been uncovered
suggesting conspiracies in the
murders of President Kennedy and
Martin Luther King Jr., the chief
counsel
for
the
House
Assassination Committee said
Wednesday.
But, Counsel Richard Sprague
cautioned, "We have been unable
to do what I consider a thorough
check." He said subpoenas will be
issued in an effort to corroborate
the evidence uncovered by hfs
investigators.
Sprague made the disclosure in
hopes the House will approve
continuation of the committee's
investigations of the two killings.
The committee presently is
scheduled to cease operation March

Film Cpmmittee Financial Picture Darkens

Sparks Probe

became chairman of the committee
Tuesday, asked Sprague if his staff
was in position to resume its in·
vestigations, which had been stalled
for week"s by a feud between
Sprague and former chairman
Henry Gonzalez, D-Tex.
"As a result of actions taken, we
are now in a position, " Sprague
replied. "We intended to present in
detail the extent of the full information to date, the names of
witnesses who have come up or who
we made some contact with and
contacted us directly."

"Will the information be new
and not a rehash?" asked Rep.
Samuel Devine, R.Devine, R-Ohio.
Sprague said it "would be new."
The witnesses, he said, never
testified before the Warren
Commission, which investigated
Kennedy's death, or talked in past
proceedings in the King case.
The Warren Commission fqund
that Lee Harvey Oswald was the
sole assassin in the Kennedy slaying
in Dallas Nov. 22, 1963. Oswald
was slain two days after Kennedy
died.

31.

Professor Says Plan
Violates Constitution

"The sum total of information in
each case would be in the nature of
evidence indicating that others may
have had knowledge or participated
in arranging for the assassinations
of Dr. King and Kennedy,"
Sprague told the committee.
In the Kennedy case, he said,
"The information indicates that
there was some prior ln10wledge of
the assassination before it occurred."
And, he said, his investigators
have found uncorroborated
evidence that more than one person
may have been involved in killing
King.
who

WASHINGTON (UPI)-A
constitutional law professor
testified before the House
Government Operations Committee that President Carter's
government reorganization
proposal would revive the "imperial presidency" and give the
White House the kind of powers
that led to Watergate.
Philip Kurland of the University
of Chicago told the committee
Tuesday that the Carter proposal
would "stand the Constitution on
its head by putting the law-making
power in the President and the veto
power in Congress."
"I know of no
con-

·man& a1ner
.;1

•

·now iS trade-in time !
~r annual Diamond. Trade-:ln fair is now .in progress.
Brmgus your present diamond tlng, and let us value
the stone toward its trade-in tor a new and larger
diamond.
· Rlngs :enJa.rged... l_4K ~ld Httlngs
ntustrated- .styles- not -.v.a.ilab!e in ~n ·sto.res

stitutionally to justify such a
process," Kurland said.
Authority for Carter to
restructure the federal bureaucracy
has been unanimously approved by
the Senate but faces opposition in
the House committee, where Rep.
Jack Brooks, D-Tex., the chairman, and other Democrats oppose
its one-house veto provision.
Under that provision, each
administration reorganization
plan-through which the President
can abolish entire agencies-would
go into effect in 60 days unless a
single house of Congress disapproved it.
Kurland said Carter's proposed
authority is "a new example of the·
re\•ival of the concept of the 'imperial presidency,' which is
essentially the abdication of power
by the Congress and the usurpation
of that power by the President."
Precedent for Congress granting
such broad reorganization powers
to the President goes back to the
administration
of Franklin
Roosevelt.
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By United Press lntemational

Senate Confirms Warnke
WASHINGTON-The Senate Wednesday confirmed Paul Warnke
as the nation's chief disarmament negotiator and head of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. But the vote raised questions
about his future effectiveness.
Despite charges by Warnke's opponents that he is a dove, the
Senate approved President Carter's nominee as arms negotiator on a
58-40 vote after four days of bitter debate.

Callaghan Flies Supersonic
LONDON-Prime Minister James Callaghan flew to Washington
Wednesday aboard the controversial Anglo-French Concorde supersonic jetliner for talks with President Carter on the plane's future.
The trip on the Concorde, a dramatic gesture of the importance
England places on the plane's fate, will bring the prime minister to the
United States as the first European government chief to confer with
Carter in Washington.

BUCHAREST, Romania-The United States warned Romania
Wednesday that a second major earthquake could strike this battered
region "within days or months.'' Fearing mass panic, the government
kept the forecast quiet.
The U.S. warning, based on analysis by the U.S. Geological Survey, included an offer to send a seismic survey team "to work with the
Romanians to monitor the situation during the questionable weeks
ahead."
"

WASHINGTON-President Carter Wednesday proposed three
new efforts, totaling $1.5 billion, to reduce the high rate of unemployment among the nation's young people.
They would include outdoor jobs for youngsters in the country's
"open spaces," neighborhood improvement projects, other work and
training programs and doubling of the existing job corps for disad·
vant~ed youngsters.

Democratic Senators Complain
WASHINGTON-Democratic senators complained Wednesday
that the Carter administration was doing a faulty job of communicating with them, and Vice President Walter Mondale promised
improvement.
_Mon,dale listened to the senators' complaints and suggestions for 90
mmutes. He blamed the problem on the newness of the administration and said "things are better" already than they were a
few weeks ago.

"
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Come by
today
for your
free
demonstration
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Gordon~
JEWELERS

$495.
Accept:
• Bank. Americard • Master Charge
• Diners Club • American Express
• Shoppers Charge • Carte Blanche

IN ALBUQUERQUE SHOP AT GORODN'S: Coronado
Genter • Also in las Cruces • Shop Gordon's Coast to

Coast.
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The. "Top rated'• Avltf Model 102 loudspeaker
was. designed to satisfy serious music listeners
lfes_lrfng the senslblfftles of a two-way
bookshelf design Without having to sacrifice ex·
tended high-frequency and bass-perform·ance fn
relllrn for midrange smoothness and definition~
Since Hs Introduction In 1973, the Avid 102 has
received broad critical acclaim as the most ac·
curate reproducers In its price range, and, at
Hudson's Audio Center, we feel ft compares
favorably fn performance with many systems·
costing up to twice as much.

$695.

395,

"'

Avid Modell02

52di~monds

2rliamonds
2gemstones

~
Activities) sliould assume some of ~the responsibility for maintenance 0"
t:1
of the equipment.
~
Heady said he plans to solicit '<
stu dent support in a campaign to 0t""
put pressure on senators to raise the a'
Film , Committee. request on the 5'
spring ballot to a level close to the s;:
$10,000 he wants .. He said he f!l
believes most students would favor
.....
such an appropriation.
s:>
"W1'th the excep t"mn of the .....
LOBO and KUNM, the Film \0
--1
--1
. ·Committee has consistent!
received the highest number
approving votes for its budget" in
the spring general elections h
"d
((
.
' e saJ .
There IS a broad student support
, for film Committee on campus
but it is not being reflected by th~
supposed student representatives."

Top-Rated Speaker

,,

Srllamonds

~

:l'J

Speaker Spectacular

FDA to Dissolve Saccharin

Youth Programs Proposed

[

.!

Spring-Break

Another Quake Feared

WASHINGTON-The Food and Drug Administration announced
Wednesday it will move immediately to take saccharin out of foods
and beverages because of Canadian findings that it causes cancer in
test animals.
Acting FDA Commissioner Sherwin Gardner said at a news conference the Canadian government is •taking simultaneous action to
end most uses of the artificial sweetener in that country.

Ghahremani said the Finance person to sell tickets and admit the
By Daniel Crain
The ASUNM Film Committee, Committee plans to propose to customers as well." Since the admission is charged. If senate cuts
budget request to the $5,000
under the direction of chairman senate a Film budget of $5,000 for renovation, he said,. the floor plan Film's
being
recommended
by the Finance
Tom Heady since last D"ecember, next year-about half the amount has required one person to sell
Committee,
he
continued,
no
has apparently stabilized its . Heady says is needep to keep the tickets and apother to take tickets concession will be possible.
before admitting the customers.
financial position through careful committee afloat.
. But perhaps the worst aspect of
Heady said that the •10,265 he is
Also, noise from outside now
film programming and better
SUB
film viewing, Heady said, is
.accounting procedures, sources in requesting for 1977-78 is essential funnels into the screening room
·
the
poor
condition of the 16mrn
to guarantee a good film program while before the renovation it did
ASUNM and the New Mexico
projector
system. The system is
and the solvency of the Film not, Heady said, which will cost
Union business office said.·
notorious
for malfunctions in its
However, Heady had warned ·committee. If senate would fund more money to correct. .
audio and film-speed functions
Film ..Committee at the requested
that without adequate fundIn addition, Heady said, th;;-new which is extremely detrimental t~
h
h
·
level,
Heady,said, "we could be' floor plan make~ it difficult to plan
s-apparently not .forthcoming
t ~ to t _e film expenence; Heady
almost
entirely
self-sufficient
in
two
from senate-t\le Film Committee
a theatre concession stand because
years," and only minimal financing toolittle space is available for one. srud., It IS not yet clear whether
will· again find itself in serious
would be needed thereafter. Heady Concession sales provide about 60 repairs ?r replacement of the
trouble.
added that, despite his best efforts, per cent of an average moVie ~yste~ wtll be n;eded t~,c?rrect the
George Coston from the business
~Itu~tion, he said, but either way
"the deficits will continue as long theatre's revenues, he said and It
office. produced the
Will cost ""
. Film Com.
•
.
as they (senate) don't fund the Film without these sales the' SUB
Also,
Heady
s~d,
other groups
· Committee adequately."
pJ;ogram cannot hope to generate that use the eqUipment (such as
(The current deficit of around adequate revenues, since only $1
theatre arts dept. and Student
$7,200 wiU appear separately from
the 1977-78 Film budget request on
. 'Heady
simply
the spring budget ballot. The deficit
g•ves a damn about
is unrelated to the current request.)
The Film Committee (along with
what he's doing
Speakers
Committee) is unique
where apparently Ott
among
ASUNM-financed
and Bob Baldwin
organizations in that the greater
didn't.'
part of its total expenditures are
covered not by ASUNM funds, but
by self-gene~ated revenues from
ticket sales. Thus the money appropriated it by senate is considered
mittee balance sheets for fiscal •·•see money," granted as a
1976-77. They show that the Film financial base for the Film Comdeficit (carried over from 1975-76) mittee to build a self-sustaining
reached a peak on Jan. 4 of this program upon.
The Film Committee's movie
year at $11,798. The latest entry
(Mar. 3, 1977) shows a deficit of program is shown at the SUB
The new BOSE Model 301. The only bookshelf loudspeaker
$7,259. However, Coston said, Theatre. Heady said that without
to provide spacious, clear sound comparable to the top-rated
those figures cannot be construed enough money from senate, needed
BOSE 901® and 501 speakers; that allows you to adjust
to mean that Fiim <;:ommittee has improvements to the theatre and its
sound performance according to your specific room
made $4,500 profits since January, equipment will be impossible, and
acoustics, taste, or recordings; and the only bookshelf
speaker that does all this for under $110.
because the balance sheets are at ticket sales will suffer.
"We need to establish a
best a rough estimate and, at worst,
The BOSE Model 301
reputation
for having good films
totally misleading.
,
bookshelf speaker. Only
But it is clear, Coston said, that and good viewing conditions,"
an
audition will tell you
the committee. has incurred no Heady said. While the movies
what an extraordinary
further losses since Heady suc- shown since he took the chairsound experience It
ceeded Margal'et Ott to the manship have attracted more and·
provides, _HOS~
chairmanship in December. Ott more filmgoers, Heady said,
resigned last November amidst viewing conditions at the SUB
charges of "financial ineptitude and remain so poor that "I'm surprised
they keep coming back."
impropriety.
Heady said several aspects of the
Coston and most ASUNM
SUB
Theatre need improvement.
" senators attribute Film ComOne
is
the screen and its acmittee's strengthened financial
companying
sound speaker.
position to Heady's management.
Currently,
Heady
said, the back
Coston said, "Heady simply
gives a damn about what he's doing wall of the theatre is- paif:tted white
where appatently Ott and Rob in lieu of a real screen and th"e
Baldwin (chairman before Ott) speaker system is utterly inferior.
Also, the recent SUB renovations
didn't."
have
caused problems that affect
Senate Finance Committee
conditions and Film
viewing
chairman Kent. Ghahremani and
Committee
costs, Heady said.
Sen. David Rupp (Finance
""This
may
not please the· arCommittee member) had similar
chitects
who
planned the
words of praise for Heady's work,
renovations,
but
they've
completly
but the good news about· the film
ruined
that
theatre,"
he said.
Committee ends with the Finance
"Before, it was possible for one
Committee.
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STORE

Now Only!

$144
The Wharf
Comer of Copper and Juan Tabo N.E.
Saturday, March 12, 8:00pm and

Chri~'tian

111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE

Center

12120 Copper Ave. N"E·
Monday, March 14,7:30 pm

Admission Free

Monday- Saturday, 10-9 • Sunday 12-6

Layaway
Trade-Ins
No hassle service on
everything we sell
Sales Hours
Monday thru S~turday 9-6
Friday 9-9
Closed Sunday
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Save the BUS Degree
By John Howarth
The Bachelor of University its being used by any of the others. shouldn't-"it has to be hard to be
Studies degree is under attack. The prima issue is one of student good" -by taking 128 hours of
Students who think it offers a responsibility. If a student chooses Mickey Mouse courses, then it is
valuable educational opportunity, to get a B.U.S. degree with 128 the faculty's responsibility to see
worthy of preservation-or studen· hours of the easiest courses he or that the University doesn't offer
..ts who think it is not worthy of she can find, with no coherent con- Mickey Mouse courses. To spin a
preservation, for that mat· nection, that "is the student's web of regulations·, to prevent
students doing what they feel is
tar-might consider expressing problem.
best for themselves is an avoidance
/}II
the
B.
U.S.
degree
says
is
that
themselves. This is a matter on
of
faculty responsibility.
which student views are very im- the student has satisfactorily comI
would like to see what students
pleted 128 hours of work as
portant.
feel
about this. The University is to
A petition to the Faculty Senate described on the transcript. If the
asks that the B.U.S. degree be transcript is not much help in get- serve you. P~ofessor Peter Prouse
abolished. It is signed by 52 faculty ting a job, or getting into graduate (Theatre Arts) is president of the
members of the College of Arts and school, that is the student's Faculty Senate; Professor William
Sciences, mostly from the problem and the student's respon- Coleman (Chemistry) is chairperson
language and history departments, sibility. Faculty and administrators of tjle Faculty Senate Unwith a few from English, sociology, can and should give advice, but dergraduate Academic Affairs
ultimately education is the Committee, which is considering
economics and political science.
the matter. Or you can just talk to
student's
responsibility.
When the B. U.S. degree was apyour friendly
neighborhood
If
some
faculty
members
feel
proved by the University faculty in
like to know
professor.
We
would
that
students
are
"getting
away
1969, it was intended to provide an
what
you
think.
something
they
opportunity for students to design with"
their own programs of studies, with
appropriate advice and counsel,
when they felt that the existing Editor:
standard programs were unAs a member of one of "the other groups who get part of the activity
unsatisfactory. And it is indeed ser· fee," I resent Mr. Huston's shoddy implications in his letter in the March 3
ving that purpose.
LOBO.
It was expected at the time that
First, we never promised anyone a refund, PIRG did. So don't throw
the degree would appeal to a num· that same argument in our faces to justify your lack of responsiveness to
ber of different groups of students: the students of UNM who gave you almost $60,000.
students who wanted to work out a
The.Student Union Basement Games Club has done far mora .for the
program of studies, specially students of UNM than PIRG has. Our budget??-$180111
tailored to their needs, perhaps
ITEM: By embarrassing the administration a little and reminding them of
with an unusual combination of a promise, the Student Union Basement Games Club was instrumental in
disciplines, perhaps designed to beautifying the campus by .getting ducks in the Duck Pond. Tranquil and
prepare them for some unusual soothing ducks you can see are much more pleasing than invisible fish
goal; students whose aim fitted lurking somewhere in the muddy waters.
reasonably well within one of the
ITEM: The Student Union Basement Games Club turned $140 into more
traditional programs, but who wan- than 25 different ways to "while away the boredom during the school
ted to avoid some particular year." We ha,ve provided a convenient location (the basement of the SUB
requirement, such as ·A & S group in the Lobo Room), companionship, competition, and variety so that
requirements; students whose students (and non-students as well) can relax a while away from the
prime
interest
was pressures of the University atmosphere. The fun and games go on "almost
elsewhere-athletics, student daily" and during daytime hours when the most students can benefit.
government, or whatever; student
ITEM: We recently held a Sunday afternoon Putt-Putt-tournament in an
activists; and students who just effort to expand the variety of our programs as well as the times.
wanted the easiest way out.
c ITEM: Since the beginning of the school year over ·2500 students have
It has been used by all these benefited from and participated in our programs, and over 60,000 students
groups (though student activists have visited our office.
are a rare breed these days). I am
Presumably with your budget of $60,000, Mr. Huston, you could have
personally most interested in .the accomplished more than 300 times these benefits for UNM students. Why
first group, and there are many who is it I am not 300 times more thankful for the existence of PI RG than the
use the option intelligently and con- Student Union Basement Games Club?
. Wilfred Ju, Vice Pre~ident
structively, but I see no objection to
Union
Games

teresting that' HEW did not
specifically ask for" "the formal,
written or unwritten, policies,
procedures and criteria relating tp
. grading" of the English department
as it did for the College of.
Education and the elementary
education department.)
I now ask you to look at any
schedule of classes (the ones for
the present semester will suffice).
Note that the gteat majority of the
English 101 and 102 classes are
taught by "staff."
Well, what does "staff" mean?
As I understand it "staff" should be
divided int9 three categories. 1. In·
structors hired by the English
department, who are required to
have a doctorate. 2. Doctoral candidates, many of whom probably
have not completed their course
work. 3. Candidates for master's
degrees, many of whom probably
have course work to complete.
I mention the course work, for 1
am inclined to believe that
Teaching Assistants (no matter
how dedicated they are) will first of
all be concerned with their own
schoolwork and not their teaching.
It is understandable that their own
schoolwork is of primary concern,
for it is their key to a teaching
position after they graduate. (Allow
me at this point to ask the English
department to correct me if I am in·
correct or misleading in any of my
statements about the department
or its staff.)
I shall now proceed to discuss
what is and what is not required of
graduate students seeking teaching
assistantships (primarily what is not
requiredL It is my understanding
that no education classes are
required. Neither is there a
minimum number of classes in
composition and grammar required
of teaching assistants. A training
class is required, but it is not taken
before the T.A. begins to teach.
The class is taken in conjunction
with the first semester of teaching.
(I do not kno'll( if the training course
was required before 1975.)
What is most significant
however, is that until the fall of
1976 a writing sample was not
required of graduate students

'

seeking teaching assistantships.
·consequently, the two teachers
(neither is still with the University)
who gave the complainant his
"B's" did not have to demonstrate
an ability to write before they were
allowed to teach freshman students
how to write.
An important factor in tJle case
has been overlooked. It should be
brought out that the complainant's
English 101 class was a Tutorial
course. The student was advised to
take Tutorial English 102, but instead enrolled in a regular course.
Initially he received an "I" Oncomplete) for the course.
I recognize that the complainant
eventually r!lceived a "B" in the
102 course, but I ask you to keep in
mind the requirements of teaching
assistants at that time (especially
the abser'ce of a writing sample).
My point here and my only point
here is to show that the complainant has a history of difficulties
with the English language. His
"language deficiency" is not
something that just popped up in
the 331 and 333 Elementary
Education courses. Such a
"language deficiency" does not
mean that the student is not in·
telligent. It merely means that he
needs to improve his command of
English, if he is to be an acceptable
language model for young children
in a classroom environment.
Let us remember that many
people whose first language is not
English often continue to think in
their native language. This
predicament means that such
people are actually doing twice the
mental work when they attempt to
convey their thoughts (which is a
difficult process anyway), for they
must first translate these thoughts
before they express them in English
whether th1ough speaking or
through writing.
I ·grant that on the face of it
(prima facie) the complainant's two
"D's" in the elementary education
courses do not corollate with his
two "B's" in his English courses,
but when one looks beyond the
surface appearances it would seem
that HEW does not have as strong
a case after all.
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medium Rnte
By Lynda Sparber
I have a friend who used to swat. humrqingbirds with a baseball bat
when he was a kid. He also never watched TV while growing up.
With this epi~ode I hereby dispel the myth that TV causes violence iii
children.
•
. The whole premise of violence warping kids' minds and perverting their
mnocence was devised by a sickie. It is this same paranoid deviate who
panics the masses with such propaganda as: the dye in the printers' ink on
the LOBO and Rolling Stone works its way into the bloodstream to cause
instant insanity and listening to AM radio after midnight causes impotency.
Violence is not only the American way, it is the mirror to that elusive
condition, "THE REAL WORLD." Face it, life isn't the Wonderful
World of Disney.
After all, where would kids be without TV violence? What would
America be with a generation of wimps? Parents should be down on their
knees with relief that their offspring can become street-wise and tough
without ever leaving the house.
And what effect does violence have on children? Who cares? Most of us
will be too old or busy to bother one way or the other when the time
comes. Don't forget, there's an overpopulation problem. Let them kill,
karate chop, or kidnap each other out of the picture. Besides, if the
average kid watches 15,000 hours of TV by the time he/she is a teenager,
they'll probably all be blind and who takes a blind crook seriously,
anyway?
Suppose the TV geniuses did take all the violence out of the programs.
Who would watch an hour of Baretta helping little old ladies across the
street and playing with his bird? Or Kojak sharing his sucker with junkies
and shaking his finger at jaywalkers? Starsky and Hutch would probably
turn into the Hardy Boys and Baa Baa Black Sheep would highlight a farm
animal of the week.
Front page material has great.potential for new programs. Classrooms
could tune in and have a dramatized current events period. "Let's Kill
Gary" could feature Gary's weekly antics toward getting a pardon or
feature a different snuff-out technique each episode. It would be a learning experience on effective ways to enforce the death sentence for state
fathers.
"Typhoid Mary" could be a situation comedy, with a different disease
each week. The 'Idi Amin Show" could be a game show with the winner
getting to gun down John Denver and Nipsey Russell at the end of each
show. "Full Steam Ahead" would show an hour a week of Liberian
tankers getting lube jobs.
Actually, these are not original-they're lumped all together on
something called the evening news. Which goes to show, nothing out-does
reality.
The only thing which could feasibly replace violence is sex. The old Mae
West quote, "Is that a gun in your pocket or are you glad to see me "
would l!ive '{V its second dimension. And think of the meat it would gi~e
to Kojak's "Who loves ya?"

by Garry Trudeau

Budget: $180 Vs. $60,000
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But Powerful •••

"Society's Child." She received the
most response out of the crowd by
doing some naughty songs. The
crowd was most attentive, however,
when she did her Gram my winning
song "At Seventeen," which she
dedicated "to all those out there
with attractive smiles." It seems
that that was the only complement
that she ever received, she explained.

Opinion

By Cathy Sierra
Having read over what has been
printed in the LOBO concerning the
HEW case, J am struck by the lack
of concrete information in the ar·
ticles. Consequently, .I shall attempt
to con~ey my finQings, which I do
not cla1m to be complete since 1am
a member of the general public and
hence not allowed access to the
stttdent's records.
The HEW investigation into the
alleged discrimination against a
Chicano student by Dr. Keith Auger
and the elementary education
department is based· on the concept of ''prima facie." Thus we
must ask, first of all, what is meant
by the term.
As I understand the term it
means "on the face of it" ·or to be
more explicit "that there is sufficient evidence to establish a
case." HEW. claims that the two
"B's" the complainant received in
his English courses contradict and
repudiate the reason given
(language deficiency), for the two
"D's" he received in his Elementary
Education 331 and 333 courses.
Therefore, any discussion of the
.case must commence with these
two En~lish grades. (I find it in-

"li

Tom Chapin was the back-up
artist. He went on stage alone with
his guitar and immediately got cozy
with the crowd. The crowd
responded enthusiastically to his
warmth and humor.
Chapin had the audience in the
palm of ·his hand, getting them to
sing along on most of his faster
songs.
One song was dedicated to his
brother, Harry, urging him to
return home to his wife. "Cats in
the Cradle" was written by Harry
Chapin's wife, urging the same
thing.
Overall, the concert was good.
Chapin became friends with the
audience, and Ian performed
before a crowd.
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TEAM UP WITH A FRIEND

Buy One Pair
Get Second Pair 1/2 Price
on sporting shoes

WhyWciit?
YOU CAN HAVE
THE SOUND
YOU WANT
NOW FOR
UNDER S3QQ

I If/ANT 7iJ KIJOIIJ IMI?/ll/ING
15 7lJ KNOW A801JT 7HATot

Usually for under $300 all you can buy Is
one of those compact systems that may
look like a more expensive component
system, but sure doesn't sound the
same. Come to the HI-FI House and for
less than $300 you can own:

cAuse IT's

/IJ/10 HBIS, IUHfil?li
fAll/AT JIE UsetJ

SOM!illi!N'

IHAVC7lJ
()(JON MY 1
Olf/N,MAN.

2 ·ADVENT II I Speakers
GARRARD 4'40 Turntable
SHERWOOD AMIFM Stereo Receiver
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Just east of Cenlra/ & Girard, near UNM

Financing Available • Trade·lns
~OS FOR OVER 26 YEARS

l

SPORTING

There are two ways to lool( at it. .buy
less quality for the same dollars or
have the quality plus the experience
and service that has made HI-FI
House Albuquerque's sound leaders
for over a quarter of a century.
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'Kenned,Y's Children': Stor.Y of 5 Survivors
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Kennedy's Children
.Review by Douglas C. Taylor
A mere seven years ago, an era
ended. That was the tumultuous
time we called the sixties. In Rodey
Theatre, there is a play which
deigns to reflect the feelings of five
survivors. Robert Patrick's play,
Kennedy's Children, tells us how
the sixties touched the lives of the
five in different ways. We have a
political radical rapidly appreaching thirty, and ideologically
shocked veteran, a cynically glazed
ham actor, a chauvinistic Kennedyite, and a disenchanted, would-besex goddess, The five seek solace in
the anonymity of a dimly lit bar to
search thejr inner thoughts for the
reason to continue.
With this in mi!)d, let us evaluate
what transpires.' Although the
script lends itself to soliloquy,
much is left for the director. As a
matter of fact, the task, while
seemingly simple, demands much
direction for integrating these
fl ....... +: ... "'., ..:_...... .....
_,........
UJ.LIIo.l
l .... 1 '-""UVU;, "IUI.V
unified whole. Unfortunately, this
isn't the case for this production.
.The actors portrayed five disthict
.................. «>.
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Tro.cey Conwo.y
characters in five separate worlds.
This was most apparent while a
speech was in progress. The inconsistency
of
background
movement was at best distracting.
Some froze and others moved,
which doesn't cue an audience as to
what to follow. This allows the
audience (,9__engage in · the time

Daily Lobo
Subscription$

$1000Summer
all year plus the
Session
Marron Hall131
or by mail to:
0
L~.¥--.liU'""-.....;

UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131
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MFG.
Matching Turquoise
And Silver Inlaid
Mother Of Pearl "Tree"

honored avocation of betting which
actor will speak next.
Some blame must go to the actors
for anticipating and walking all
over each others lines. This is not
the play where cues shouldn't fall.
Tracy Conway as Carla did the best
at not pouncing on her cues. Her
preliminary gestures caught attention and set the audience for her
line. The Rona of Jeanne Herrera
did play to her fellow actors,
especially in trying to pick . up
Mark. AI Rodriguez's Mark gave a
good build up of his character,
although the pacing was a bit
ragged. Ellery Edwards used his
voice with such dexterity that one
might think it was a third hand for
gesturing.
Cynthia Hendricks' Wanda
reminded one of Peggy Cass,
constantly, which means she didn't

Going fot Laughs
Profile by Harriet A. Moldov
Bill Daily must have a thing
about uniforms. In his longrunning (and still re-running) role
on "I Dream of Jeannie" he. played
an Air Force officer, and' on the
current "Bob Newhart Show" he
plays a commercial airline
navigator.
Bill will be starring in and
directing the Albuquerque Little
Theatre's next production, A
Gentleman and a Scoundrel, which
will run from March 4th through
the 20th. He says the play has "no
message; it will be played strictly
for laughs." He plans to stage it
almost like a nightclub routine, a
succession of "bits of business',''
which is a kind of comedy not often
seen in "little theater." He wanted
to direct the show because he knows
it so well, having performed it
before in St. Petersburg, Flordia.
This will be his first experience
working with non-professional
actors, but he is looking forward to
it, saying, "The people here (at
ALT) are really terrific. It's going
to be a great show."
Bill is best known for his work in
television. He started as a writer,
and was discovered by Steve Allen.
He says he almost didn't have a
career at all because his comedic
writing style, that of the premise,
was too close to the alreadyestablished Bob Newhart, then a
stand-up comedian. He and
Newhart are both from Chicago,
and have been friends for many
years.
He illustrated the "premise"
style of writing by reciting a little of
Bob Newhart's routine about an
office worker in the Empire State
Building trying to tell someone by

Ring
14 95
1423 Eubank NE
Across From
The Princess
Jeanne Shopping
Center

Open Mon.-Sat 9-5:30
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·Sterling Silver
Wedding Band
Mosaic Inlay,
Turquoise Or
Turquoise And
Coral

294-8875

We Are Offering A 10%
Discount On All Items To
UNM Students With This
Cou

Tonight At
7:55 9:45
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drop character. The Bartender (Leif
Rustebakke) brings us back to the
director. It was never apparent why
he was on stage except to ignore the
patrons until they demanded
drinks. A question such as this begs
an answer.
On the technical side, there is one
thing to be said of the set. Please
send me a picture. It was
refreshingly simple, yet the use of
levels and groupings tells us that
there is talent, other than acting, in
theatre. However, when one lights
and designs there is a tendency to
sacrifice one for the other. The
lighting did not highlight acting
areas nor even set moods enough to
warrant the use of cues.
At times my eyes bumed'because
light flooded more area than
necessary. Dimming out areas
would also have helped the
director's dilemma-again poor
integration. The selection of music
for the show did reflect some signs
of imagination, especially the use of
"The Age of Aquarius" as
signalling the end of the first act.
As a contradictory summary, it is
an enjoyable play. The play itself
plus the acting makes for an
enlightening entertaining interlude.
If you remember anything of the
sixties, this play will bring those
memories out with such an impact
that they take on new meaning. The
play will run March lOth through
the 12th. It is worth including in
your spring break plans.
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•Women's Films: 106 (31rard SE, #119,
1.0:00 am. to 12 noon.
•Women In Media Workshop: Albuquerque fiubllc Library, 501 Copper NW, 12noon
to 1:00pm.
•Women's Films:
South Broadway
Library, 1025 Broadway SE, 2:00 pro. to
4:00 pro .
•Single Parenthood workshop: 106 Girard
SE, #119, 7:00 pro. to 9:00pm.
•Women's
Public
Library,
501 Films:
Copper Albuque1·que
NW, 7:00 pm.
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Getmnn media Studied

Compiled by George Gesner
sound waves to the disco dancers at Gunther and Doug Zinn. They'll be
West German communic~tions media will be studied first-hand by a
Wind & Silver lays down the the Big Valley Cattle Company at at the Grinder Factory this Friday. UNM journalism professor on a two-week tour sponsored by the German
rhythm and blues, delves into disco, 8904 Menaul NE. If you're all fed Laura Reinhardt of Harpwind will government.
jams into jazz land and spices their up, get up and dance.
also sing. Bob Parker will play his
Dr. James P. Crow, chairman of UNM's department of journalism,
act with soul at Okies, the campus
guitar, mandolin and banjo will be the only American on the roster of visiting journalists and governplace, at 1720 Central SE through . Curiosity' Purple Haze and the Saturday night. Rick Sprague will ment officials.
AI Hurricane Band will be dividing
''We will get a general overview of the entire mass media system in the
the weekend.
up their time for the people at the play classical· guitar.
Tom Parrott is a brilliant and Far West Club at 1020'5 Central . Swamproot
f Federal Republic of Germany," Crow said. The 12 visitors will go to
is
one
o
witty folk musician and recording NW
Albuquerque's best country bands Bonn, Hamburg, Berlin, Munchen and Frankfurt. Their agenda calls for
star. He'll finish up the week at
·
at t•he visits to government agencies, press councils, newspaper offices and radio
Jr·· Dougherty and the · New and they 'r•'- nlaymg
Bison Tentative Coffee House at
'
and television stations.
Mexico Playboys are tied down this Headquarters at 4310 Central SE.
106 Cornell SE this Friday night.
Other participants in the tour are newspaper editors from Finland,
The coffee house closes for a week week at the country-western place,
Planets are in a three-week rock Ghana, Kuwait, Libya, Switzerland and Sierra Leone; a Ugandan
during spring break.
the Hitching Post, at 6321 Central 'n' roll orbit at Uncle Nasty's at television producer and representatives of the information ministries of
NW.
· 4418 Central SE.
Quatar, Kenya, Nigeria and Uganda.
Zozobra plays tonight and next
Buzzard is circling around the
Apollo at 931 San Mateo NE. The week at the Latin Quarter at 5402
The
deadly country rock band plays CentraiSW.
Princeman Two is a ten-piece
through Saturday.
ASUNM
Oat Willie is a fine rock band band that plays Spanish and rock
Popular Entertainment Committee
that often breaks out into a music and even gets back to the
southern rock jam or churn out the sounds of the 30's and 40's. The
Would L~ke To Congratulate
torrid funk. The rejuvenated and orchestra will be at the LE tin '
improved Barnaby boys are at the Quarter Friday and Saturdav nie Jt.
Subway Station (formerly the
Warrior comes in from Phoenix
Purple Room) this Friday night.
For Winning 'the Contest To Rename The
to raise their rock 'n' roll wings to
6
Amigos will irradiate the Station Ares and capture the weak at heart
'PURPLE ROOM"
·
with their Latin rock sound at Alfalfas at 5001 Lomas NE.
And Watch For The Finest In Musical
Gentle Folk features the
Saturday night.
Sonics will be sending out beautiful 'blend of voices of Mary
Entertainment Appearing At
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KATHLEEN BLAIR
The

8:00-Ch. 4: Best Sellers
("The Rhinemann Exchange.")
8:00-Cb. 13: Movie ("A Circle of Children," about
emotionally disturbed kids.)
9:00-Ch. 7: Steve Lawrence
and Eydie Gorme Special
9:00-Ch. 5: Classic Theater
("Paradise Restored.")
10:30-Ch. 5: The Maze: The
Story of William Kurelek.
11 :00-Ch. 7: Geraldo Rivera
("Female Sexuality and the New
Feminine Philosophy" with
J ung and Hite.)
12:40-Ch,
13:
Movie
("Looking Gla~s War.")

**

**

SUBWAY STATION
In The Student Union BuildinJL

Twenty-eight-year-old Stevie Nicks of Fleetwood Mac said, "I definitely
want to have a baby in the next four years. For sure I want to have one or
two children and I don't want to wait any further than, say, 34."

AI Jarreau explains his vocal style during an interview in the current
issue of Rolling Stone. He says: "I began in the church choir and slowly
evolved in the street-corner quartets .. .in college I sang at a lot of beauty
pageants and sat in at small jazz clubs."
Billy Levise, better known as Mitch Ryder, is not dead, mute or crippled. Ryder, now 31 and looking for a comeback after a three year disappearance from public view, says he feels bad for staying away so long. He
told Rolling Stone: "Sometimes I wonder why I left in the first place ...if I
come back and I'm good, it's gonna work."
A rumor, actually initiated by himself years ago, claimed that Ry<jer
had been crippled for life from doing too many of those James Brown
flying knee-drops onstage. Without the benefit of his idol's discreet padding, Ryder said at the time his knees did get messed up, but they are all
right now.

Wtltet's Women
Lectute Topic
Shakespeare's liberated women
will be discussed in a public lecture
today by Robert A. Potter,
associate professor at the University of California at Santa Barbara.
Called "Tiger's Hearts and
Peerless Minds: Shakespeare's
Liberated Women," the lecture will
be held in Room 108 of the
Humanities Building at 3:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
Potter, a specialist in medieval
and Renaissance drama, is the
author of "The English Morality
Play." He became interested in his
lecture topic while working on an
adaptation of three early history
plays by Shakespeare. His adaptation is called "Queen Margaret"
and is now )2eing staged by the
~rama department of Temple
University.
Potter
received
his
un·
dergraduate degree from Pomona
College and his master's and Ph.D.
degrees from Claremont Graduate
School. He was a Fulbright Fellow
at the University of Bristol in
Bristol, England, in 1963-64.

MY NAMES FRED ...
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TV

phone that Kong Kong was
climbing up the side of the building.
He also did a bit of his own, about
a man directing the sinking of a
ship in Lake Michigan ("Now, I
know some of you people on the
ship have never drowned
before.... ").
This is Bill's first visit to New
Mexico. He finds the area colorful
and interesting, but says he "misses
the green of California." After the
show closes here, he will be taking it
to Omaha, Nebraska.
Performances
at
the
Albuquerque Little Theatre are at 8
p.m. Tuesday through Friday, at 6
and 9 p.m. on Saturday, and at 2
and 8 p.m. on Sundays (no performances Monday). Tickets are
$4.00; call 242-4750 for reservations.

ITs 'TIME WE MET! HI

J'~ST

Natalie Cole was secretly married six months ago to Marvin Yancy,
coproducer of her last three albums. When asked the reason for the
delayed announcement, Ms. Cole said: "We wanted some time to ourselves."

77-BlA
The City Of Las Cruces Is Now Advertising
For Summer Recreation Position
PLAYGROUND SUPERVISORS
Minimum requirements': Applicants mwt have a high school diploma, plus six (6) months ol work
related experience in elementary or junior high school JeCTeaUonal sports arid activities. Duties: Include supervl:sfng playground activities.
SALARY RANGEl •JSOOOpermonth upward 1 rkpendfng on experience.

Minimum rcguJrements: Applicants must have completed two (2) years of high school, plus six (6)
months work related experience in swimming. A current American Red Cros:§ SeNor Lifesaving and
Water Safety lnstruetion ccrUficaUon is required. Duties wJll be to serve as lifeguard at City p:>ols.
SALARY nANGE: •2,., per hour upward, depending on experience.
Bft~EBALLSCOP~EPERS
Minimum requirements: Applicants must_lmve completed two (2) :years of hJgh school and have six
(8} months experience In official scord:eepfng (volunteer work may be substituted), Dulles Jnclude
rcsporulbillt:y for accurate accounting of baseball games in official scorebooks. Applicants 17 )'ears
old will he considered,
SALARY RANCE: 13. OCJ per game

BASKETBALL FLOOR OFFICIALS
Mlnfmum requirements.: Applicants must have a hJgh school diplOnta, plw three (3) months ex•
pcrlcnce In officiating games. Appllcanb who have U.S. High School Federation Rules nrc preferred,
Duties Include off/elating at basketball g11111cs.
SALARY RANGE: •4•0 per game upward, depending on experience.

SOFI'BALL UMPIRFS

I

.

In The Student Union Building

Friday, Mareh 11
The Easy Sound Of
At 7:30P.M.
Followed By

ti!IDJJJI

Koekiu' and Rolliu' at 9 p.Dt.
Saturday, Mareh 1~
.
More Easy Listening By.

..
JI'R

LIFEGUARDS

•

Start The Spring Break At The
ASU.NM/PEC

.

Minimum requirements: Applicants must have two {2) years ol high school pittS six (6)
months_ of work related m.perlenee. · lJuttes include officiating at Major, Church and
Women's League so£tbal1 gnmes.
SALARY RANGE: 160'-'650 per game, dependlng on experience,
ThcsePooltioris Commence The Last Week ln May And '11mFir.st 'week lnJunc1 1977.
Selected applicants must pass ·our mOOicaJ cyalUaHtm and rouUne pollee background fn• •
vcstlgatlon. Alsb, Wtlessotheiw:lse spccJJied, applicants must be ~8 years of age ot older,
Applications wlll be received at the Personnel Department, 1501 E. Hadley through the
closeo£bwlnessMarch 18,1077.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

at 7:30 _
Then, The Latin Sound Of

I)JDHI,
at9p.m.

••• 7:30-1.2:30
Hot & Cold Sandwiehes
Hot & Cold Drinks
at the
DELI-BAR
Admission
U.NM Students (Plus Guest) with ID so~
Pub_.e~ 110
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Wolfpack Gymnasts Fall to ASU
By Marty Zimberoff
The UNM men's gymnastics
team fell to the Arizona State Sun
Devils 209.20 to 206.70 last night at
Johnson Gymnasium.
UNM captured four of the six
individual firsts. UNM's Chuck
Walter scored a 9.3 on the pommel
horse, John Bernal grabbed a 9.3
points on the rings and Steve Ortiz
gave an impressive showing as he
scored a 9.45 in vaulting and a 9.45
on the high bar routine. ASU had
two individual winners with Gary
Rust scoring 9,15 in the floor
exercise and Mike Naddor scored a
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9.15 on the parallel bars.
ASU' s Scott Barclay took the allaround with a score of 52 .6.
UNM Gymnastics Coach Rusty
Mitchell said that the Lobos didn't
do well and that they .had trouble
with the. parallel bars. "Getting
through the routine on the parallel
bars ·was our downfall," said
Mitchell. Mitchell who· was

PIRGonKUNM
On Thursday March 10 at 1:30 p.m.
Denise Forte, Staff Attorney and
Lobbiest for NMPIRG will be
speaking on PffiG'S Lobbying
efforts in Santa Fe.

disappointed with the parallel bars
performance said that part of the
problem was that ;>teve Ortiz had
jammed his finger and "did not
want to take a chance of ·ruining his
performance at the Western
Athletic Conference Championships which will be held here
next weekend.
In dual meet action, UNM bro)<:e
away with the lead 35.5 to 34.9 in,.
floor exercises.
UNM held its ground during the
pommel horse routine with a 35.0
to ASU's 32.20. ASU took the lead
in the rings routine 35.80 to UNM's
34.05. In vaulting action ASU beat
the Lobos 36.55 to 35.95. ASU held
strong through the parallel bars
routine with a score of 34.4 to
UNM's 32.1. ASU also took the
high bar routine as the Sun Devils
downed the UNM squad 35.35 to
34.55.
Coach Mitchell said that the
Lobo team is ready for the WAC
Championship and that he believes
that the contest "will come down to
Arizona State, Brigham Young
University and us(UNM)." "We're
sitting pretty good," added Mitchell. He said that the team is

Jacques-Yves Cousteau's

Wotld without Sun
o.nd

Battle of San Pletto
Directed b!:J Johri Huston ·

Frido.Y
George Cukor's Greta Garbo in

Camille
Adm. $1
Showings o.t 7:00 o.nd 9:15pm

SUB THEATRE

.

Lobo John Bernal holds an Lon the parallel bars.
Wednesday night.
Arizona State is sixth in the
nation 'while UNM's dual meet
season record is 3-7.

Women Ski 1n Nationals
I

By Peter Madrid
Robran.
The nordic squad,. coached by
After two weeh of regrouping
his women skiers, UNM Ski Team Klaus Weber, will rely on senior
Coach George Brooks said he feels Angie Prater, junior Rebecca
his women are ready for their bid at Whealen, sophomore Kim Skaro,
a national skiing title this weekend and freshmen Joanne Erickson and
Jackie Skaro.
in Stowe, Vt.
The alpine and nordic squads
"We should be strong all across
travel to the snow-packed East this the board," Brooks said, "No
weekend to compete in their national title is easy. I wouldn't
Association for Intercollegiate discount UNM from being in the
Athletics for Women (AIAW) top half of the 16 teams involved,"
college division.
he said.
Brooks said, "We will be a
definite underdog this weekend.
Utah appears to be a strong
One thing in our favor is we haven't contender for the title; although
had an· emotional letdown after the Brooks said the Utah squad has
way we skied at regionals."
been skiing very hard.
The Lobos will be led by a very
Brooks said, "The fact that Utah
young but well-seasoned squad. is running its skiers hard could
The alpine team's strongest per- either help or hinder their performance should come out of formance."
junior
Diane
Herrington,
Of the two squads UNM is
sophomore Cindy Stone, and fresh- sending to Vermont, the alpine
men Stephanie Lemay and Cathy team is the strongest of the two.

The reason being UNM has never
sent a nordic team to nationals in
the past.
"We'll be thinking," Brooks
said, "how much better we could
have done at regionals and how
good we can do at nationals. It's
going to take a super performance
to put up on top."
To Brooks, the secret behind any
ski title is how· emotionally up a
team can get. Brooks compared the
Utah women's squad and the
University of Wyoming men's
squad, who competed at the men's
NCAA finals by saying, "Wyoming
beat everyone at regionals, then had
an emotional letdown at nationals
that put them out of contention.
The same can happen to Utah.''
Brooks summed up his feelings
by saying, "Regionals belonged to
Utah; nationals are going to belong
to us."

Wrestlers Finish Last in WAC

She was only a little girl.
She lived in a great big house
... all alone.

If there's any truth to the old
saying, ''The third time is a
charm," then the UNM wrestling
team, which took a last-place finish
at the Western Athletic Conference
finals tournament in Tucson, Ariz.,
last weekend, will be looking
forward to next year's tourney after
two consecutive last-place finishes.
UNM wrestling team captain
Gary Hines will be the only Lobo
wrestler representing UNM in the
NCAA finals which will be held in
Norman, Okla., on March 17.

Where is her mother?
Where is her father?
Where are all the people
who went to visit her?
What is her
unspeakable secret?
Everyone who knows

Hines major decisioned Utah's
Dave Young 10-1 in semi-final
action in the 142-pound weight
class. Hines went into the finals
against Brigham Young University's John Mecham and was
decisioned by Mecham 3-1. UNM
Wrestling Coach Ron Jacobsen said
that Hines did not wrestle as well as
he "is capable of wrestling."
UNM's Butch Escalante defeated
Arizona's Dave Riggs 4-2, but fell
short in semi-final action as BYU's
Paul Fehlberg decisioned Escalante

11-4 in the 126-pound weight
position. Coach Jacobsen said that
Escalante "was not feeling good"
and that he wrestled poorly.
"Butch is a much better wrestler
than last weekend indicated," said
Jacobsen.
Utah's Herb Crimp decisioned '
Lobo Scot McClelland 8-4 at the
134-pound position, BYU's Gene
Patch defeated UNM's Flo
Gallegos 9-3 at 158, Utah's Kim
Bowman pinned Lobo Brian
O'Connor at 167, BYU's Rory
Needs decisioned UNM's Sean
O'Connor 4-3 at 177, Utah's Lee
Austin pinned Lobo grappler Paul
Marfiz at 190 and Arizona State's
James Mitchell pinned UNM's Torn
Ryan only 42 seconds into the
heavyweight match.
UNM's Escalante, a junior,
defeated
Brigham
Young
University's Paul Fehlberg 9-4 just
last month during the Lobo
Invitational Wrestling Tournament
held here

SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF presonts A ZEV BRAUN PRODUCTION

AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

JODIE FOSTER· MARTIN SHEEN· ALEXIS SMITH~~s.H•"•'
MORT SHUMAN ·SCOTT JACOBY IN
"THE UTILE GIRL WHO LIVES DOWN THE LANE"
Executive Producers HAROLD GREENBERG & ALFRED PARISER ·Music SuperviSOr MORi SHUMAN
Original Score CHRISTIAN GAUBERT • Music Publisher INDUSTRIAL MUSIC • Color prints by MDVIELAB
Screenplay by LAIRD KOENIG based on his novel• Produced by ZEIJ BRAUN ·Directed by NICHOLAS GESSNI:R

Starts
Friday!

By Ed Johnson
UNM Women's Basketball
Coach Kathy Marpe said the
season, for which she called "my
best team" in four years of
collegiate coaching, was a short
one.
Freshman guard Susan Schuster
agreed and added, "We're a better
team than our record (9-4 in the
conference) indicates."
Actually 9-4 is not a badrecord
in itself, but when you consider that
they lost those four games by an
average margin of a mere 4. 7
points, you can see where a few of
those losses could have just as easily
been placed in the win column.
Center Carol Moreland is already
·"calling for "revenge for a couple of
losses" and Cindy Fischer is also
ready for next season saying, "This
season was a good year for experience. Now we know what we
have to do."
But it will be a few months before
they can "do" anything, so let's see
what they have done.
The Lobo women have beaten
their opponents by an average
margin Of 11.1 points.
Super-froSh Jean Rosterrnundt
led the Lobo attack with her 46 per
cent shooting from the field, 90 per
cent shooting from the free throw
line, nearly eight rebounds a game
and a scoring average of 14.7.
But, as Coach Marpe says, "Our
opponents couldn't stop just one
player and expect to stop us. I've
had at least ten players that could
do the job during a game. I don't
even know what my bench is."
Carol Moreland's 10.2 points a
game scoring average, Fischer's
9.6, Beth Born's 9.0, Patty
Howell's 7.8, 'and Schuster's 7.3,
may not seem a lot individually, but
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'77 Fern Cagers Are
Marpe's B~st Team

"Photo py Bob f:hatt

healthy and in excellent condition
fortheWAC.
Mitchell said that a few of the
Lobo gymnasts had performed five
events in a row for the first time

SEE LA BOHEME'
AS"ttU'VE NMR SEEN IT BEFORE. UVE ON TELEVISION.
After bringing you the opJ!ra on radio for 37years, we're honored to announce
the nrst I1Y.g public television broadcast of a performance by the Metropolitan
Opera Company.
The outstanding cast Includes Renata Scotto and Luciano Pavarottl in this
performance conducted by James Levine.
See and hear this historic broadcast on Public Bmdcastlng Television Service (PBS),
Tuesday evening, March 15. Made possible by a grant From Texaco.
You11 have the best seatS in the house for this outstanding performartce
feantrfng sets des~ned by Pier Luigi Pizzi for the Lyric Opera of Chicago.

e

LABOHEME.
Madeposstbtebyagrantrrom TEXACO
UVE TELEVISION FROM THE MET.
TUESDAY, MARCH 15,8-tii!M.,ON KNME,CHANNEl 5.
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together,. along with the rest of the
team add up to a 73.4 points a game
·
average.
The seas!5n began with. a
disappointing 56-55 loss. at Northern Colorado, and ended with a·
disapp'ointing 75-73 loss in the
conference play-offs to Brigham
Young.
At one point in the season they
had stumbled to a 4-4 record and it
was apparent that they not only had
to win their remaining five games to
qualify for the play-offs, but had to
have a little help from their
"friends." They went on to win ihe
remainder of their . conference
games.
Utah State, fortunately defeated
Northern Colorado, to throw
UNM, Northern Colorado and
themselves into a three-way tie for
the last play-off spot.
Then during a special play-off of
their own, UNM managed to come
out of it as the sole possessor· of
fourth place and a:Ghance to better
it in the actual tournament.
Then disaster, struck in the form
of a fine Utah team and an embarrassing total of 16 points for the
Lobos at the half, as UNM lost to
Utah, 71-46.
The Lobes were then given one
more shot at improving their
fourth-place standing in a consolation game against BYU, with
the winner placing third.
Perhaps it was the Lobo inexperience that led to the 75-73
defeat, but what it amounted to was
the end of the season for two
juniors,· five sophomores, and two
freshmen and the end of the careers
of three seniors, and a fourth-place
finish in a 14-team conference, for
all.

.

Only 2 of 8 Swimmers
To Be Sent.t-o NCAA
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·By Carol Pavletich
. championships would have to be
What happens when eight Lobo
financed out of the swimming
men swimmers qualify for the
budget.
NCAA chlUJ1pionships, b~t the
The swimmers disagree with
University of New Mexico can only
McDonald's reasoning that only
afford to send two of the swimtwo of the swimmers deserve to
mers?
compete in the event.
For a· _start, a lot of frustration
Dave Feld, a breast stroker who
and disappointment for the six
qualified in the 200 breast. stroke
swimmers that might be left in
and 400 medley relay for nationals
Albuquerque when the chamsaid, "If he (Me Donald) was going
pionships take place at the end of
to do this kind of policy, it affects
the month in Cleveland, Ohio.
how the whole team tapers."
The swim team, on a limited
Feld explained that swimmers try
budget of $5,000 per season, had
to key for a particular meet ancl
exhausted ·and over-extended their
that many of the swimmers are not
funds by the time of the Western
geared to peak until the national
Athletic Conference meet held last
meet. Feld added that if the team
week.
•
had known earlier about the Iack of
· UNM Athletic Director Lavon
money for nationals, their entire
McDonald utilized an adstrategy would have been different
Rick Klatt
ministrative traveling fund,
intheWAC.
'
financed the WAC trip, and the nationals."
Feld said, "I've been to the
swimmers returned with eight men
McDonald said the "contingency nationals for the last three years
qualified for the national meet.
fund" once set aside for the "non- and there was never this question."
However, on returning, UNM revenue" sports to compete in post
All-American freestyler Larry
Swim Coach Rick Klatt found out season events, is defunct· because Farrar said, "I'm really upset over.
· from McDonald that the University the money was . re-routed to the situation-this has never been
would only send Torn Smith and women's athletics.
the policy."
Larry Farrar to the NCAA meet.
Klatt said he was never informed
Farrar agrees with Feld that
The two swimmers will be going that the "contingency fund" policy swimmers aim for their best perto the NCAA Championships on had been discontinued and argued formances at the NCAA meet and
$1000 from the administrative that if he had known the polciy had feels the situation is unfair.
traveling fund which McDonald is been changed, the swimmers could
giving Klatt to finance the trip.
have arranged earlier in the season
Coach Klatt said the chances of
McDonald explained that Smith to attend the NCAA swimming getting any funding for the six
and Farrar we were the only UNM championships.
eligible swimmers looks "really
competitors to take first-place in
McDonald said that Klatt was pretty negative" but he is appealing
their events and "There is not much informed at the beginning of the to the UNM Booster Club and
chance of the others scoring in the year that trips for swimmers to UNM President Williarn E. Davis.
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Lobo Swim Team
Takes Third Place
In WAC Meet

OLDTOWN

...

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Lobo swimmer Tom Smith set a new Western Athletic Conference
record in the 400-yard individual medley, and seven other Lobes qualified
for natio.nal <;ampetition, seven individual events and three relays, in the
WAC sw1mmmg meet last wekend in Tuscan, Ariz.
_ The UNM team took third with 254 points, behind the University of
Arizona with 524 and Arizona State with 426.
Bigham Young, Wyoming, Utah and Colorado State University finished
behind the Lobos.
.
.
Smith, won the individual medley with a 4:03.22 breaking his own
i record of 4:04.97 he set in 1976.
'
\
Smith also qualified for nationals in the 200-yard individual medley and
\
'
' the 200-yard breaststroke.
Smith said the Lobo squad swam well and said theWAC championships
1 were "really fast this year."
Larry Farrar won the 100-yard freestyle, clocking a 45·9 and also
qualified for the 50 and 200-yard freestyle events and the 800 ~nd400-yard
freestyle medley.
Farrar, an All-American, said, "I didn't go as fast as I wanted to " and
explained that he is looking for his best performance in the nationais later
in March.
Other Lobos that qualified for nationals are Wes Baca in the 200-yard
breaststroke, Dwight Dorsey, in the 200-yard butterfly and 400 and 800yard freestyle relay, Jay Koch in the 400-yard medley relay, Dave Feld in
the 200-yard breaststroke and 400-yard medley relay, Brian Patno in the
200-yard butterfly and 400 and 800 freestyle relay and Steve Piszkin in the
~0-yard freestyle and 800 and 400 freestyle.
Piszkin swam 1:41.6 in. the ~00-yard freestyle for a third place in the
finals and Patno swam a 1:51.1m the 200-yard butterfly, taking second in
the event.
UNM. Swim Coach Rick Klatt ~aid, "They (the Lobos) we're just great.
Klatt said that the Lobos couldn t have beat the Arizona schools because
they have a "full compliment" of scholarships (11) and the Lobos have
only six scholarships available each year. Klatt said the Arizona schools
"just have better ~wirnme~s" b~cause the~ hav; more scholarships to offer.
The NCAA natiOnal sw1mmmg charnp!Onships·will be held in Cleveland
Ohio, March 25 to 27.
'
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Popejoy Hall
.

Presents

The Acting Company
John Houseman--AJtistic Director
(Oscar Winner "Paperchase")
Production of

Love's Labours
Lost
By William Shakespeare.
•

Directed by
Gerald Freedman
Sunday March 13--8:15 p.m.
Tickets $8. oo' 7. oo' 6". oo' 5. oo' 4. oo
All Students--1/2 price

•
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Tel. 277-3121
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No phone orders please·
Tickets also available at all Ticketmaster
Outlets
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Faculty Senate. Approves Secrecy is Topic .
New Grievance Group . Of Official's Speech

..c

Ruth S.Intress
disenrollments, grade changes and
The Students Standards and appeals of the Student Court:.
~
,?;> Grievance Committee (SSGC)
Also at Tuesday's meeting, a
·a which will hear 'all student com- . proposal changing the University's
.o plaints, received approval at this add-drop policy was tabled and sent
0
u
week's Faculty Senate meeting. bar.k to committee.· The proposal
·~
~ However, final approval by the would shorten the time a student is
~ !JNM Regents is needed before the allowed to withdraw fro!D a course
~
SSGC can become operative.
from 12 weeks to 6 weeks.
"' The SSGC, which was preceded However, withdrawal with an "F"
o" by the now-dissolved Student would be done away with since a
.....
Standards Committee, will make all student WO\lld withdraw within six
decisions
concerning weeks.. After the si1<th week a
:;p

z
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F"IS h Ranc h '

Open
Sundays

Offer good
Thru March 13

All supplies 20% OFF with student I.D.
Neons ............. 1211 ''
Ass. Africans ..... , ·... 99•
Feeder Goldfish ..... 1411 00
Small Blushing Angles 2/1"
Ass. Angels ........... 79•
Black Mollies ........ 311"
Semi-Fancy Guppies .. 3/1 00
Med:Tiger Barbs ..... 211 00
Longllfe Flake Food Reg. 1'"-99'
Used 20 gal. tank with flltors-13"
tive Tublfex-49' oz.
-Extra SpeciaiMetaframe Heater C22-75 watts-a.••

· 1425-B San Mateo NE

266-9778
~--

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped

Vespa Scooter

(motorized bicycle)

... for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR

... for low-cost transportation
(up to 100 mpg) and fun too!
1410 Second NW
CO.
Phone 247-2404

At UN M Luncheon ·

student would need a dean's approval to withdfaw from a course.
The Admissions and Registration
By Larry Holgerson
Committee of the senate supported
Olga Gandara, UNM ASst. Dean of. Students, spoli:e before the Mesa
the proposal because it would Chicana luncheon yeSterday concerning title VI and title IX of the Buckley
encourage the student to withdraw amendment.
.
from a course at an early point in
Speaking on confidentiality of records and discrimination grievance
the semester. This would enable the procedure, Gandara told an audience of 90-100 Mesa Chicana ·members
professor to spel\d more time with that many grievances were actually never pursued because of the lengthy
the remaining students in the class.
process involved.
Grievances reported to the Dean of Students office go through a 21-day
The SSGC will consist of 36. informal period in which the complainant and one of the four grievance
members, with an equal number of officers will deal )With the resp.ondent.
students and· faculty represenFrom there the complaint will go into its formal stage and be handled by
tatives. These representatives will a hearing committee.
be elected for two consecu'tive
·"There are currently three complaints being studied," said Gandara.
years.
"Unfortunately most title VI and IX co~plaints· have gone to the formal
The
hearing
board for hearing stage." Gandara, who spoke for Dean of Students Karen Glaser
grievances, similar to an arbitration who was unable to attend, said that there is no money set aside specifically
for grievances.
board, will consist of two students
Concerning confidentiality of grades, Gandara told Mesa Chicana
and two f~culty members which will
members
that a student may inspect his records upon request and may
be drawn by lot from the 36 SSGC
challenge anything on his record hut the fairness of the grading.
members. These four persons will
Faculty and staff may inspect student files if they demonstrate a need to
choose a fifth person from outside
know; however, the "need to know" clause is subject to the grievance ofthe University community, to fi'cer's decision.
.
preside with them over the hearing.
At the luncheon, Antonio Esquibel spoke about the questionnaire which
Before a case is heard by the is being prepa,red to study the basic placement of Chicano graduate
SSGC board, the complaint must students within the University.
Phillip Trujillo reported on the plans for the La Raza National Law
be taken to the dean or chairman of
Students
Association Conference "mini-workshop" which will take place
the college in which the problem
Thursday,
March 10 at 7:30p.m. in roollL 104 at the UNM Law School.
occurred. If the complaint is not
Malsa,
the
Chicano Law Students organization, inviteS anyone to the
settled, then the student will go
workshop,
which
will present much of the material presented at the
before a preliminary heariiig to
verify that probable cause exists in Mexican-American Law Student National Conference which took place in
Houston last December. Topics discussed will include forced sterilization
the grievance.
of women, public school segregation, the rights of undocumented workers
If the board finds that the and the Voting Rights Act.
grievance is justified, the dean of
Jim Martinez of La Raina, the Chicano Medical graduate-students
students will be notified so· that organization, announced they are sponsoring the National Conference on
disciplinary action can be taken. July 2, 3, and4, to study the medical needs of the Chicano people.
Any decision made by the comThe Student Workers Union spoke on prospect of the food service in the
mittee will be reviewed by the SUB being taken over by a contract company, and its effect on the student
president of the University upon· workers. There will be a special meeting with the head of the SUB on Marrequest.
ch 10 and Mesa Chicana members to discuss the issue.

Persono.ls
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, ~S5·
8736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION,I.D, photos. Low~t
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Cali26S·2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A liMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
available for ro cents a copy in 'room 131, Marron
Hall. TFN

NONSMOKERS CLUBI897-0IJI. 4/6
NEED YARD DA,ILY for dog, Monday-Friday.
Good playmate, spayed, will contribute. Genic, 2667528. J!IO
PARTY! Our sound system booked so fast in
December we're doing it again! Frats, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything. Call266-0235. 4/4

cotton T-shirts by Lollopop. Very feminine. Assorted
colors & styles. 2910 Central SEat Wild Rose, 3/21
POLl-SCI MAJOR. Will the beautiful l11dy who met
me in the third row at Janis Ian's concert and was
forced to the back row please contact the Canadian,
1515 Copper Ave, N.E. Apt, "N", "stars", 3/11
GOING TO SEATILE Wash, area for break, Leave
3-12·77, return 3-21-77. Need female rider to share
gas 1 food, driving, lodging. Small 1 gns saving car.
Call296-4806 or 299-1477, Pat. 3/11
S.M.J.: I just couldn't say Wh!!ll hnd to. I'm sorry.

E.J.S: J/10
WANTED: help In paying for "Go home New
Yorkers" billboard. Pennies, dimes, nickels. 277·

DON'T FOOL AROUND with synthetics wbeb you
can get Neolifc-the JOOOJt natural product. Compare
our products-they are superior. For info. call 294-

2140.

By Romaine Serna
Five UNM women were delegates recently to the
founding convention of the National Women's Studies
Assoc.
·The convention held at the University of San
Francisco, Jan. · 13 to 16, 1977, was attended by
Kathryn Brooks, acting coordinator for the Women
.Studies Program, Meredith Friedman, Sally Dunn,
Dr. Ann Nihlen, instructors with the Program, and
Di. Noemi Lorenzana, instructor of "La Mujer
Chicana."
The purpose of the association is to improve the
status of women in education and to provide and
encourage non-sexist, non-racist, feminist education
at all levels. The convention was the result of planning
by the association's steering committee.
The delegates were selected from several categories
which consisted of regional at large; students, kindergarden through 12th grade; and niinority and
women's studies programs. The delegates were chosen
by lottery in the Women Studies office. A total of

Room 127-c, SUB

• Diverse Subjects
• Cheap Prices
March 10; 1977

Just..Back From Their tour
of Vegas, Taho And Reno
Bring This Ad In For A

Free Drink
EveryTues; Wed, Thurs

All Bar Drinks 50¢ 7·9 pm
The .S$5 Holrcur

l~

a\'ollahfe fm· a' whnle lnt leu at:

International
"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

A Star Tt:elc Group, AiphaCentura, will meet Sat.,
March 12 at' 7:30p.m. in the Alb, Garden Center,
10120 Lomas NE. For more information call 277·

2477.
There will be a six·week class In beginning tap dancing On Wed. nights, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m, March 23April 27. For further information call Ellen Howard
at 277-3131.
Instructors are being sought for the Women's
Studies program. Ap-plicanls with backgrounds in
education ; economics or women's studies arc urged
lo apply. Forms are available in the. Women's Studies
office in Marron Hall.
The Natfonal Chicano Health Orga'n!zation Js
organliing study sessions for the MCAT students
planning to take the test April30, 1977. Fot further
information call277•4731.
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· Varsity
~
Barber Shop
§
Central & Richmond §
Longll:lir(';ll,~-f.:iO

=
§

St.ding $7.00

§

266-4111

§

1\ol)('tl (;ill
Hours - Tuesday thru
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30

E

well, $475.00 or best

psc··.

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Ptepare now. Call
Professional Educators or New Mexico, Inc. 8425200, tfn

S.E., 265-033~. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radlos. Install bui-slar alarms. IOIIJG
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale, 3/11

4/6

TYPING: M.A.. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campus.

296-8S64. 3/JI
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037.

4/8
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Call 2664770.
Legal, medical 1 statlstlca1, general, 3/J I
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 2987147. J/21
NEED HELP1 Research, revision, ediling, typing.
281-JOOI. J/25

For So.le
NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 tO $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987, 3/24
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments of1i7 .37 a
month, 255-7534. 3/11
REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direct
drive tUrntable, Also Sans~l. Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. As:'lume payments of $7.87 a month, For
information call255-7535, 3111
SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00 & take
machine. 255-7534. l/11
UNCLAIMED LAY AWAY; brand new color TV,
big scret:n. Assume payments, $7.00 per month. New
guarantee. 255-7535, 3/11

1972 VOLVO STATION WAGON: AC, rndio,
radjals, excellent condition. $3,200,00. Call299-4067,

88J-8128. J/10
VW BUS, 1971: 7 pass,, factory rebuilt engine. 2S6w
1142, 277-5806. J/11
USED SOFA & Two chairs, 8-inch Admiral TV, Call
26l·9222. J/11
.
FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyaming NE. 2936901. 3/21 .
'
'65 MG MIDGET: Re-built engine, new paint, new
m~hanically sound. $~50.00. Ran1y: 266-3~86,

take o\'er p11yments of $9.00 monthly till bl!lance
paid off. 255-7534. 3/J 1
1972 600cc BMW. Dependable and economical.
$1100,00 firm. 266-4115, evenings. 3/21
FENDER RHODES electric piano: one year old,
e"cellent condition. Call 883-0561, after 5
p.m. 3/21
'71 OMC PICKUP: Excellent condition, 265·

6556. Jill
OLYMPUS OM-I: Excellent oondition, pri:::e
negotil!ble. 277-2498. 3/22
EASTER BREAK SPECJALS: quality T-shirts, only
$2.50 or 3 for $5.95; shirts, $5,00; jeans, $6.95.
Everything \.1 price or below at Califomla Fashion
Outlet, 2318 Central, across from campus. 2666872. Jill

GAY APTS. FOR RENT. Have2-bedroomS, also!bedrooms. Couples welcome. Call25S-2l86. 3/11
2 TWO BEDROOM HOUSES, $225.00-$250.00.
Studio apt., $125.00. 1-3 blocks to UNM. 836·
0712. 3/11
SHARE RENT. Large house and yard, southeast
heights, no pets. 256--%37 .. 3/11
BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS i bdr. apt. Large
fireplace, patio, furnished, ml!ny extras. 5 bl, from
UNM. $200,00/mo. 265-5Z56. 3/21
ROOMMATE WANTED. Responsible, female
student preferred, 255·3127, 3/11
ROOMMATES NEEDED. 3-bedroom townhouse,
lux,urious reasonable rates Montgomery-Louisiana
location. 2.99-5592. 3/1 t '
,
-·
SIX BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. Two 1-bcclrooms
and two 2-bedrooms available, one with fireplace. No
pets, please. See through Baca at 717 Oold S.E. #3 or

call898-1617. 3/11
EFFICIENCY APT, (furnished), near UNM.
$130.00, utilities included, 345-5138 1 256I763. J/2J

Employment
OVERSEAS JOBS-summer/year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500,00$1200.00 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform.-Write: International Job Center, Dept. NB,
Bo~e 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 312S

KAITANA J.C,C, SUMMER DAY CAMP In
Manzanos, Now interviewing A&C, nature, campcraft, music, dance, water safety, recreation ·
specialists; & counselors. Salaries compe_tlttve. Rob
Etigson, 255-3644, after 6 p.m. 3/1 I
PART TJME HELP WANTED: Sales. clerk &
stocking. Must be oVer 21, graduate students only.
Apply in persOn, no piJone calls. Save-Way Liquor
Store, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE. 3125
COLORADO, WYOMING, MONTANA, Summertime employees for dude ranches, Nat!. Parks,
a11d U.S. Forest Service. For information and
directory send $3,00 to Outdoor Services, Box. 349,
Cody, Wyoming82414. J/21
APARTMENT MANAGER WANTED: prefer
mature male who is both responsible and
mechanically inclined to care for & maintain 26 newer
units in lieu of rent. Interview by appointment only.
Ca11293-0770, 8-5 weekdays. 3/23

There will be & Ma.lsa workshop dealing wlth
Chicanos and the Jaw Thurs. March l0at7:30 p.m. in
the UNM law $chool,
Students For Anthropology

p.m.inrq~.23J-AoftheSUB.

1
1

I
I
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There wlll be a Union Board Meeting Thurs.,
ch 10 at 3:30p.m. in nn. 230of th0oSUB.

Mar~

g.
......

There will be a meeting of Delta Sigma Pi, Thurs.
March lOat 7 p.m. rm. 230oftheSUB.

9

UNM Ballroom Dance Club meets Fri,,March IJ
from 7:00 to 9:00p.m. in the SUB ballroom.

"'--...

......
~

Ther~ wUI be a Women Studies Student Committee
meeting, Thurs. March 10, Marron Hall room 233, at
7p.m.

UNM Mountain Club will meet Thurs. March 10 at
7:30 p,m.ln the record noorofthe SUB,
Applications now available for membership In Blue
Key, a senior honorary organization at both SUB information desk and Dean of Students office-Mesa
Vista. GPA must be at least 3.25. Deadline Aorill.

•

Philosophy club will meet in Woodward 147 this
Fri. from 3:30 to 5:00p.m. Films will be shown concerning Tibetan Buddhism, presented and narrated by
GesheSopa.

Tro.vel
SUMMER '77 lN EUROPE, London, Paris,
Switzerland, Italy, Austria & Germany. Dep11rt June
23 from Albuq, Return July 19. Only $1450.00.
Includes meals, room, & guided tours.Imernalional
Education Inc. Call265-0482. 3/23

Look for:

EIBnrrito
On Wheels
On Campus
Everyday
For 01ore bd'orDtatiou
ea1124:t'-0058

I
I
I

II

a.ecurity
'.:7~~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

savings
• '""" ................___....

I

Smile. We've got the solution
for your money-blues ... Day-ofDeposit accounts, Automatic Savings and Long-Term Certificates!
There's a high-interest savings
plan that's right for you. See us!

2828 Central SE
268-3361

tJ

S:

Security
Federal
,

Central at Girard

~.

8

-<"

1 Savings Account
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~
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CHEWS-Coalition 10 Help Ease World Star- ~
vation will have a meetiiJS conCerning Food Day,
Thurs., March 10 ut 4!30 p,m, In rm, 110 of the 1:""
0
sociology b~lding.
·
,
,
0"
The Labor Support Comm1ttee wdl meet Thurs. 0
March JOin rm •.250-D of the SUB. The unionizing ...
effort among UNM clerical alld library employes will •
bediscussed,
~

.,..-..---------------( ~ Perk Up With a
II

will meet Thurs. 7:30

i
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I
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Classified
Advertising

Marron Hall
Room lOS
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Tickets Available At The Hel}dquarters

E~~;~;~;;:app/ointiSS-0166
7804 Central Sf _

The ISlamic Society will have Friday prayers every
Friday at !2:30p.m. in nn.250.CoftheSUB.

:;
:;;

HEADQUARTERS·

Unisex HMr Design Centre

~~~======~====Y~

Thurs, Only One Per Customer
. Ray Wylie Hubbard
Coming March 14

Services

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solvod:
diamonds
ACROSS
46 Genetalln1 Agitate aliclinalions
quid
48 Statistics
6 Basic bed- 49 Drenched
ding article 50 Unprincipled
11 The Repubmen
licans:
52 Annapolis
Abbr.
college:
14 Card game
Abbr.
15 Describe
56 Naval insig• gramnia: Abbr.
. mallcally
57 Kind of
16 Feel
renter
remorse for 60 Jellylike
17 Confine
substance
19 Adjective
61 Sprites
unsteadily 38 Large numsuffix
6 2 Catpenter' s 11 Can.
lake: 2
bers
20Abound
tool
39 Former
words
21 Pismires
63Swlne
12 Liquid
French VIP:
22 Vestige
enclosure
measure
2words
24 Piece
64 Rides on
unit
41
Uncertain
26 Auto acsnow
gaits
cessory
65 Some dogs: 13 Diminish
gradually
42Soakhemp
27 Stick
Informal
18 Grief
44 Cardinal
30Aclive
23 Sneaky pernumber
pastimes
son: Slang 45 Hit hard
DOWN
32Avold
25"---you
46 Ruffians
answering
there?"
47 Dark red1
Hit:
Archaic
33 Repasts
26 Obligate
dish orange
34 Testing
21solated
27 Grant
46 Put on
ground:
30netlme
26 Playing field
clothes
Abbr.
only
291n a nan-In- 50 Mammoth
37 Be bold
4Armual
jurious
Calgary
enough
---- Nat'l
manner
Park
38 Furious
event
39 Open river
5 Possessive 30 Cut through 51 Secondhand
31 Was worth- 53 Stale: Abbr.
valley
word
while
54 Hawaiian
40Wood
6Consumed
33 Small
goose
41 Had on
7 American
amount
55 Greek god
one's perplaywright
35Compound 58 Building
son
Blmportant
wing
used in
42 Musical
limes
dyeing
comedy
59 Across
9Advance
36The birds
43 Kind of thief
from: Abbr.
cost info.
and the---4 5 Covers with 10Moves

-;;;;;~::::::::::::::::::~~~

Swamp root

LOST: SMALL GOLD RING, 3/1/77, Popejoy.
Letter "M" on design. Great sentimental value.
Reward. 877-5S87. 3/11
FOUND: SUNGLASSES in orange case. Claim in
rm.l3l, Marron Hall. 3/11
FOUND: LARGE DOG: mutt, (part Doberman?)
white w/black spots; near Quarter's Lounge. 2473856 to claim. 3/11
FOUND; KEYS ON RING. Describe & claim,
Journalism 216, 9-3 p.m. 3/23
LOST: BLACK IDENTIFICATION WALLET.
Contains· important international identification
papers. Keep the cash. No questions asked. 2772202. Jill

TO DAY'S ·CBDSSWDRD PUZZLE

seven attended the convention. Suzanne Vi! main from
Los Alamos Public Schools and Margaret VasquezGeffrey from New Mexico Highlands University were
the other two delegates.
Finances for the delegates to attend the convention
were provided by the Graduate Student Association,
private donations and the Association itself.
The convention encompassed workshops in different areas, including the construction of a charter
for the association. Workshops addressed issues such
as racism, poverty and membership criteria.
In the realm of third world or minority women, a
caucus of these women ensued veto power over the.
entire constitution, thus ensuring equal representation
for third world women, and providing a vehicle for
more responsiveness to the needs of minority women.
Other caucuses formed included lesbians, students and
kindergarten through grade 12.
Individuals interested in the National Women's
Studies Association should contact the Women
Studies office, Marron Hall233, 277-3930.

Albqs. No.1 Progressive Rockin
Country Headquarters
Presents

J/10

Lost & Found

TYPING, !STQUAL!TY, 88J-7787.

rut;~s

For Rent

Rates: 15 cents per wotd per day, one dollar mlnf'mum.
vet\lsements run five or mote consecutive .days with no changes,
nine cents, pet wotd pet day (no tefunds If co,ncelled befote five Insertions), Classified advettlsements must be paid In advance,
matton Hall Room 105 ot by mall to: Classified Advettlslng, UNm
Box 20, Albuquetque, Nm 87131.
·

Women Attend Founding

Phi Alpha Theta

\

Clnssifieds

Nat'/ Women's Studies Assoc.

Annual Book Sale
\

'67 FIAT 1_24 WAGON,
offer. 266-9165. 3/11

I

I

Open 8:30 d.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's paper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising Is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall l~oom 105, or
moil them to: Cldssified Advertising, UNM Box20
'Jnlversity of N.M., Alb .. N.M. 87131
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Students
Help Find
Uranium

By Bill Robertson
Alamos. They tell us where they want samples taken,
The UNM Geology Department is participating in a and we get the samples!'
national program sponsored by the Energy Research
UNM started wor-king for Project NURE in October
and Development Agency (ERDA) to assess uranium
1976,
said Bolivar. At that time ERDA contracted the
deposits on a national scale.
geology department to collect samples, giving the.
..department a one-year contract and a $70,000 ~rant.
Project NURE (National Uranium Resources
Evaluation) is a federally supported effort to locate
ERDA's goal is to collect a sample of soil a~d water
uranium deposits and, at the same time, conduct a for every 10 square-mile area of the U.S., said Bolivar.
multi-element analysis of the entire United States. The "Once these samples are analyzed for uranium they
geology department is one group chosen to collect may be examined for gold, silver, platinum and other
s~mples of earth and water for analysis by ERDA.
· minerals.

Project NURE was begun by ERDA in January
1975. At that time ERDA chose four laboratories to be
research centers to gather and analyze samples of soil
and water. Sites in Tennessee, Georgia, California and
New Mexico were picked. The Los Alanro& Scientific
Laboratory directs sample-gathering operations for
the Rocky Mountains area of the U.S. The UNMbased program receives its authority from ERDA
through the Los Alamos Lab.

Students participating in the program during the
semester wor~ part-time, usually traveling to the
sample areas on weekends. During the summer, said ·
Bolivar, they work full-time, earning $800 a month.

The area that the UNM group is now sampling is an
approximately 14,000 square mile area of southern
l'J~w Mexico. It includes Elephant Butte Reservoir, the
San Andres Mountains, White Sands National
Monument, and a .sizable protion of the Rio Grande
Steve Bolivar, a post-doctoral student in geology is Rift.
field project director for the UNM sample-gathering
team. He together with a group of UNM unBolivar said the tram often encounters ranchers and
dergraduates travel to designated areas and take farmers il\ isolated areas. "Most landowners we come
· samples of soil and water. He said, "We get out across are very friendly and helpful. They'll either
equipment and training from the ERDA people at Los shoot you or invite you to supper."

r........ .......
~

U. Open During Break

'

'

Most administrative offices and
student and public facilities on the
UNM campus will remain open,
some with abbreviated hours,
during the spring semester break
March 13-21.
Facilities which will maintain
normal hours are: law school
library, student health center,
Museum,
geology
Maxwell
museum, meteorite museum and
the fine arts museum.
Zimmerman, Parish and the fine
arts libraries will maintain the
following schedule: March 11, 8
a.m. to 6 p.m.; March 12, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; March 13, closed; March
14 to 18, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; March
19, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and March
20, 2 p.m. to 12 p.m.
All facilities at Johnson gymnasium will be closed during the
two weekends of spring break,
March 12 to 13 and 19 to 20. The
gym will also be closed March 16 to
18. It will be open from noon to
4:45 p.in. on March 14 and 15.
During the dates it will be open, a

one-hour limit will be placed on
handball courts and no reservations
will be allowed.open March 16 to
18 from noon to 4:45 p.m. and the
UNM swimming pool will be open
March 14 to 18 from noon to 4:45
p.m.

..

~·

At the student union building,
both the Pronto and Casa del Sol
food service areas will be closed
March 13 to 20. The games area
and the mercado wi11 be open from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. March 14 through
19.

~
~

~·

•

Steve Bolivar
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The Baha'i Faith Teaches:
·

"The best way to love God is

~

to love one another."

For Information Write: Orthodox Baha'i Faith
~ Box 4445
·

~

~
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Easter Dye
For Eggs
Called Back
WASHINGTON (UP I)-On the
first day of Lent, the Food and
Drug Administration Wednesday
announced
an
Easter
recall-179,502 packets of Easter
egg dye containing the banned food
coloring Red No. 2.
The recall is being conducted by
the distributor, the White Rabbit
Dye Co. of St. Louis, in the states
of Missouri, Illinois, Iowa,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Indiana and
Kansas. The dye was manufactured
by H. Kohnstamm Co. Inc., New
York.
The agency said the packets were
distributed "in February, March and
April of last year, after the FDA
banned Red No. 2 because of
unanswered safety questions including its role as a possible cause
of cancer.

•

The Men Who Ate

Michael Rockefeller.
Poor Michael. He was just trying to be friendly. Sort of a cultural exchange. How was he to know
when he was invited to dinner that he was to be the main course. Or was he? OUI writer Lorne Blai~.
travels to New Guinea to find out just what happened to Michael
Rockefeller in the current issue of OUI magazine. His report malces for
delightful postprandial reading. In the same issue, J. Allen Hynek, worldrenowned expert on UFOs, talks about' our shy green visitors in his firstever in-depth interview. Later, OUI looks into Sex Therapy at Home in an
assessment of the latest trend in sex counseling for shut-ins. If that doesn't
turn you on, Paula will. And if not Paula, then Joan. And if not Joan,
well, you need OUI more than we thought. It's at your newsstand now.

c

1977, Playboy Publications

On sale now

L

